Transcranial and deep brain stimulation approaches as treatment for depression.
Given that a considerable portion of depressed patients does not respond to or remit during pharmacotherapy, there is increasing interest in non-pharmacological strategies to treat depressive disorders. Several brain stimulation approaches are currently being investigated as novel therapeutic interventions beside electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), a prototypic method in this field with proven effectiveness. These neurostimulation methods include repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), magnetic seizure therapy (MST), vagus nerve stimulation (VNS), deep brain stimulation (DBS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). It is via different neuroanatomically defined "windows" that the various approaches access the neuronal networks showing an altered function in depression. Also, the methods vary regarding their degree of invasiveness. One or the other method may finally achieve antidepressant effectiveness with minimized side effects and constitute a new effective treatment for major depression.